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ABSTRACT 

The world has witnessed many marvels of science and technology over the last two centuries. 

The West, by dint of concentrated study of the external world has been inaugurating new vistas 

of inventions. As a result, there has been a rapid change in other fields too. Especially the rapid 

changes in the economic and commercial fields resulted in the rise of corporate culture and 

globalization. This situation calls for a new culture which is acceptable and applicable to 

humanity across the world. The spiritual masters have been addressing the world to strike a 

balance between the material and spiritual achievements. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Swami Vivekananda emerged as the icon of youth and young India, was striving hard to stand 

up its feet and face the mighty British Empire which has exploited the country to its fullest. 

Swamiji, a philosopher, had emerged as a vocal exponent of Indian philosophy. He had burning 

zeal in his heart and mind to do something for India, under the subjugation of the British rule. 

He wanted Indians to understand what India holds as the greatest civilization of the world and 

wanted to show that India could emerged as a leader in all spheres of life, if its youth could 

understand their potentialities and work for relieving the mother country from the bondage of 

slavery to the British empire. According to him the further of India depended upon the youth of 

country and their energy and he always favoured strong and energetic youth. Swami 

Vivekananda or Narendranath  Dutta, belonged to north Calcutta (Kolkata) and was born in an 

upper middle class of Kayastha family. Swamiji‟s father was an Attorney at the Calcutta High 

Court. Swamiji was admitted in Presidency College and after one year in the General 

Assemblies Institution (nowadays called Scottish Church College) from where he passed the 

Final Arts and Bachelor in Arts examination in 1881 and 1884 respectively. After graduation 

he started studying law from the Metropolitan Institution (now Vidyasagar College) but did not 

appear in the final examinations. During student life, mainstream of Narendranath‟s energy 

was diverted through the channel of searching for God – The Absolute Truth. He used to 

practice continence (self restraint) and concentration of mind as prescribed by Indian seers and 

studied voraciously for an intellectual understanding of the problem like The Western 

Philosophers. Swamiji had delivered hundreds of lectures during his four and a half month 

work on the pacific coast. All his lectures were compiled and incorporated in the complete 

Works of Swami Vivekananda.
 
Sense of patriotism is evident from the entire writings of 

Swami Vivekananda. His dream was to restore India to the glory of its past days; to achieve 

this, he exhorted the youth to dedicate themselves self-lessly to the service of their country, to 

do away with disagreements and come together on the basis of a common spiritual heritage for 
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a great cause that was the freedom of India from alien yoke. The young revolutionaries of 

Bengal were inspired by his teachings and one of his disciples, Sister Nivedita later served on 

the executive committee of the Revolutionary Society. Swami Vivekananda wanted the spread 

of education to the masses, both men and women, but not at the cost of Indian ideals. He 

emphasized on technical education on one side and on learning Sanskrit on the other side. He 

had focused on the integrity of India. Regarding social customs he wanted the combination of 

all healthy customs of the East and the West. He believed that modern caste system based on 

heredity is a barrier to Indian progress. He never supported the custom of untouchability.
 
He 

felt that a school of Indian historian is needed to strive out an independent path of historical 

research for ourselves with scientific accuracy and for the revival of Indian art. His idea was 

based on universality. He loved India because he thought that India alone has the potentiality to 

bring about a synthesis of the East and West – spirituality and material progress – and inspire 

other nations to do so. Swamiji‟s idea of nation building rested on four solid rocks. Firstly, the 

awakening of the masses that form the bases of the nation, secondly; development of physical 

and moral strength; thirdly unity based on common spiritual ideas; fourthly, consciousness and 

pride in the ancient glory and greatness of India. His ideal of reform was based on improving 

the condition of woman, overhauling the education system abolishing caste system, 

distinctions.
 
He offered a synthesis of old and new ideas regarding India‟s progress and its 

march towards further. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The study will be based on primary literatures like the writings of Swami Vivekananda, namely 

his essays, letters, songs and secondary literatures like books on Swami Vivekananda, journals, 

articles, reports, essays, periodicals, narratives, pamphlets and other published materials. In 

addition to the primary literatures, the study will be based also on available secondary 

literatures on Swami Vivekananda.  

 

RESULTS 

Swami Vivekananda has been a gift to the modern world, yet unexplored, it is worthwhile to 

try to interpret this statement in this era of confounding confusion and chaos. The advent of Sri 

Ramakrishna according to Swami Vivekananda, once again marked the commencement of 

satyayuga an era in which truth prevails. Swami Vivekananda, through his life and teachings, 

was a living illustration of all that this new era stands for and the cornerstones of which are 

education that builds character, service to humanity and renunciation of the selfish self, in other 

words, a studied transformation that ultimately leads to realization of the true self as the 

reflection of the universal soul. Swami Vivekananda in his call of national unity showed that 

heterogeneity of the people to an unlimited extent even, is no bar for national unity. All of them 

can be harmonized to a common pattern as is found in the case of India, India is a case in point 

of “unity in diversity” – its unity lies in its faith in the spiritual unity of all living beings. All 

the heterogeneous groups within the borders of India share this faith. Emphasizing that narrow 

nationalism is a fruitless pursuit for solving human problems and that only internationalism 

holds the key to this solution. Swamiji observes that in politics and sociology, problems that 

were only national twenty years ago can no more be solved on national grounds only. They are 

assuming huge proportions, gigantic shapes. They can only be solved when looked at in the 

broader light of international grounds. International organizations, international combinations, 

international laws are the cry of the day. Pointing out that narrow nationalism leads to war and 

other disastrous effects, Swami Vivekananda says in a critical tone, “In the present times a 

huge wave of nationalism is sweeping over Europe, where people speaking the same tongue, 

professing the same religion, and belonging to the same race want to unite together. Wherever 

such union is being effectively accomplished, there is great power being manifested; and where 
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this is impossible, death is inevitable.” Where he did oppose such narrow nationalism, 

nevertheless he upheld the rights of nationalities to self-determination. Since “A nationality, in 

the Swamiji‟s eyes”, writes Sister Nivedita, “had all the sacredness of a church – a church 

whose inmost striving was to express its own conception of the ideal manhood.‟‟  Swamiji 

wanted the nationalities to retain their distinctiveness, their uniqueness and enjoy freedom and 

independence. 

 

When we analyse the trajectory of India as a civilization or nation is in accordance with Swami 

Vivekananda‟s vision, it would be difficult to respond with clarity on the nature of the future 

society or culture. Swami Vivekananda said, „ I do not see into the future; nor do I care to see. 

But one vision I see clear as life before me : that the ancient Mother has awakened once more, 

sitting on her throne rejuvenated, more glorious than ever.‟ These are prophetic words whose 

meaning only time would unfold. Yet when we examine this trajectory the broad trends or 

forces shaping india in the 21
st
. century. The task is not easy and involves an understanding of 

the interwoven processes, which constitute the fabric of societal changes taking place today.  

 

DISCUSSION 

Swami Vivekananda was equally concerned about the problems of development of India as a 

nation. He repeatedly asked Indians to ponder over the question as to why India was again and 

again ravaged and ruled by foreigners for over a thousand years and as to how in more 

contemporary times a handful of Britishers ruled over three hundred million Indians! He 

observed that the answer lay in the self-belief of the Britishers and in the lack of the same in 

the Indians. The message that Swamiji wanted to give through his observation was loud and 

clear. If the Indians ever had to deliver themselves from the bondage of the foreigners, if they 

ever had to become masters, and stop being slaves, they had to make men of themselves by 

cultivating faith in themselves, by believing, so to say, in the infinitely powerful Atman that 

they all had in themselves. Being fortified with faith, and strength that issued from such faith, 

Indians could achieve their goal as individuals and as a nation. Swamiji ceaselessly inspired 

and exhorted Indians to arise, awake and struggle on till they achieved their self-mastery as 

individuals and as a nation. To the same end, he urged his countrymen not to weaken 

themselves by dissipating their energy in quarrelling over trivial questions of caste, race, sects 

and faiths, but to stay united and strong and reach their desired goal thereby. Swamiji‟s grand 

objective was to bring about human unity all over the world and to energies humankind with 

the theoretical and practical aspects of Advaita. As far as his own motherland was concerned, 

he saw the need of unifying and energising the Indians, irrespective of the religious creeds they 

belonged to, on the basis of the approach that he shaped out of the theoretical and practical 

aspects of Advaita Vedanta. He pointed out to Hindus and Muslims alike that the beauty of 

Advaita Vedanta lay in this that it never asked them, or, for that matter any man or woman 

professing any religious faith, to forsake their faith; it only drew their attention to the essential 

divinity of their nature as human beings, and asked them to realize that divinity or, to say the 

same thing, to translate in every movement of life their potentiality into actuality.
 
All human 

beings are all one in spirit and to ask them to actualize this in all activities of life, as also in 

their treatment of one another is the sole objective of Advaita. In preaching oneness of all and 

in asking all to realize it in practice, Advaita stands for the equality of all beings. In spite of the 

fact that the Hindu seers were the first to arrive at Advaita, Swamiji was candid enough to 

acknowledge that the practice of equality as an offshoot of Advaita was never developed 

among the Hindus and that Islam was more advanced than Hinduism in respect of adherence to 

the norm of equality. He made an eloquent plea for a junction of Hinduism and Islam towards 

the rise of a future perfect India. In his pursuit of placing before the Indians the Vedantic 

approach to human development, Swami Vivekananda gave them the ideas of faith, strength 
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and unity. And before he articulated these to Indians in his electrifying words, he created a 

sense of pride among the Indians with his great performance at the World‟s Parliament of 

Religions at Chicago in September 1893.
 
As recognized all over America as the most 

outstanding speaker of the Parliament, his success not only created a great sense of enthusiasm 

among his countrymen but also a sense of pride. His success infused into them the attitude that 

we too can do it. Such a sense could not but excite nationalism among Indians, creating a desire 

among them for political independence from the British rule. Swami Vivekananda, however, 

did not use any explicit words inciting the Indians to revolt against the British. But with his 

Vedantic approach creating faith, strength, unity and pride among Indians, and his Manliness 

approach exhorting Indians to make men of themselves and always fight till the desired end 

was reached, he definitely provided a spiritual foundation to India‟s nationalism. It this meant 

that Mother India had to be freed from the chain of the foreign master, this also meant that she 

had to be worshipped through selfless service rendered to her. And she would be served best 

when the poor and miserable among her children would be served in the spirit of worship to the 

Goddess that was Mother India. As Swamiji said, “Bold are my words; and let me repeat that it 

is the greatest privilege in our life that we are allowed to serve the Lord (Mother India) in all 

these shapes.”  “My mission in life”, said Swamiji on another occasion, “is to rouse a struggle 

in you”.
 
And in connection with such an affirmation to Indians, just on how many occasions 

Swamiji exhorted Indians to “arise, awake and stop not till the desired end is reached”  is 

something that one loses count of. It is clear from the citations given above that Swamiji‟s idea 

of preaching nationalism was to preach it through spiritual ideas. Swami Vivekananda went to 

the root of the matter. He stressed on man-making with spiritual ideas and promoting human 

development with the help of Vedantic and Manliness approaches. He believed that with 

spiritual foundation firmly laid, with character of human beings formed, and with spiritually 

sensitive human beings around, nation building could not remain a distant goal in India. Men 

and women in India had to reform their personality and character through their own manly 

efforts with the aid of spiritual ideas, and so was the case with the nation. India had to 

regenerate herself in a similar way. She had to rise through her own effort. This was perfectly 

in line with Swamiji‟s Vedanta and Manliness approaches. The Vedantic and Manliness 

approaches that Swamiji preached meant two complementary things. One was the elimination 

of one‟s lower self; and second was one‟s increasing self reliance, making one stand on one‟s 

own feet and struggle towards raising or developing oneself and eventually attain fulfillment in 

self-realization. By bringing about changes in Indians‟ attitude to life through these two 

complementary aspects of his Vedantic and Manliness approaches, Swamiji hoped that Indians 

could make “men” of themselves and do much towards “raising India on her feet again”  In 

seeking to develop manliness among Indians, Swamiji did not bother his head about doles or 

aids from the State or government. His emphasis was on giving people ideas and motivating 

them to do it themselves. He did not believe in giving a man a fish to eat for the day; on the 

contrary, he would teach the man the art of fishing enabling him thereby to provide for himself 

for the whole life. One may very well see in Swamiji‟s view his stand that will building at the 

level of the individual is a crucial factor in human development that will-building leads to 

capacity building results in the realization of the potential. Only in terms of such realization, 

the true development of the human being takes place. The second noteworthy point that 

emerges from Swamiji‟s view is that “some sort of materialism toned down to the requirements 

of the situation in India”  is necessary for the development of her masses. Swamiji did not have 

the rigidity of an uncompromising ideologue to say that spirituality was exclusive of 

materiality. 

 

There cannot be any growth without liberty. Our ancestors freed religious thought and we have 

a wonderful religion, but they have put a heavy chain on the feet of society, and our society is 
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in a word, horrid, diabolical. In the West, society always had freedom, and we always looked at 

them. On the other hand, when we look at their religion, we see liberty is the first condition of 

growth. Just as man must have liberty to think and speak, so he must have liberty in food, dress 

and marriage and in every other thing, so long as he does not injure other. Swamiji is keen on 

breaking the shackles that impede the progress of the Indian society. He is convinced that the 

status quo in our social structure has to be overthrown. It is only when this is done that real 

freedom can come to our society. Those who maintain that Swamiji only talked of ancient 

Indian religion and wanted that our society should be built on its age old foundation are wrong. 

He was clearly for the overthrow of the present day Indian social system and for abolition of all 

religious and social exploitation. He stood for all round freedom of man. Swamiji emphasizes 

on the need to develop the material side of our civilization and speaks of “more bread, more 

opportunity for everybody.” He exposes here the class character of the patriotism of many 

among us who are never tired of shouting for liberty. That “slaves want power to make slaves” 

is absolutely true from the psychological point of view and reflects the mentality of many of 

our patriots. Swamiji condemns in no uncertain terms the policy of exploitation followed by the 

upper strata of the Indian society towards its masses. Religion should be a humanizing factor in 

our life and the masses should be raised to a higher cultural level with its help. But religion is 

often used for quite a different purpose. In a capitalist society it usually serves as a tool for 

exploitation. Swamiji strongly urges the youth of India to carry on with vigorous propaganda 

for the upliftment of her masses.
 

 

CONCLUSION 

Swami Vivekananda inherited an “unenviable task” on the death of his guru, Sri 

Ramakrishnadev, part of which was to reconcile the claim that Vedantin monism was „the 

highest form of expression about God realization‟ with the charge that its doctrine of maya 

promoted social apathy. Sri Ramakrishnadev had even consigned doing good to others to the 

action of the two lesser natures, rajas and tamas. While he did teach service to all beings, these 

disciples had been told that bhakti, and not karmayoga, was the path of this age, the Kaliyuga. 

Swami Vivekananda is shown to be set on a path of seeking to define the „mission‟ of the 

followers of Sri Ramakrishna from as early as 1889. Swami Vivekananda made an 

identification in his mind between the plan to call forth volunteers from every town and village 

in India to raise the conditions of the masses and the accomplishment of what Sri 

Ramakrishnadev called the work of Kali. Swami Vivekananda indeed faced an unenviable task 

in striving to bring systematic and organizational form to Sri Ramakrishnadev‟s legacy.
 
Sri 

Ramakrishnadev‟s death left Swami Vivekananda with a sense of responsibility for his 

devotees at a time when they faced criticism from others and received little material support. 

Swami Vivekananda‟s outpourings about his  emotions may well provide a significant clue 

about the way in which he would eventually adopt a religious practice of service to humanity, 

Swami Vivekananda was the one who brought Vedanta „out of the forest‟ and who tempered 

the intellect of the Vedanta with the heart of „Buddha‟. A significant tenet in Swami 

Vivekananda‟s teaching is his belief in the unity of existence and the essential unity of all 

religions. It is his contention that God permeates all that exists from lower to higher forms of 

life, from stones and plants to human beings and higher spiritual beings. The differences 

between one form of life or existence and another is a difference of degree rather than of kind 

and that in his view it would be contrary to Vedantic teaching to maintain that the sole purpose 

of animal existence is that man should be provided with the means of daily sustenance. In the 

same way he upholds the concept of universal religion, but not in the sense of a single set of 

rituals, or a single mythology, or a single philosophy for the whole of mankind, rather, as he 

explains, in the sense of an universal truth, aspects of which every particular, historical religion 

proclaims according to its own insights. Each religion has to be regarded as one pearl on a 
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string of pearls, and since they complement one another it has to be acknowledged that no 

single form of religion will do for everyone. So it would seem that Swami Vivekananda sees 

beauty as well as human necessity in variety and diversity: “Just as we have recognized unity 

by our very nature, so we must also recognize variation. We must learn that truth may be 

expressed in a hundred thousand ways, and that each of these ways is true as far as it goes. The 

role of Sri Ramakrishnadev was in binding the due disciples together with love and entrusting 

their leadership to Swami Vivekananda, in inspiring and instituting the movement. Swami 

Vivekananda inaugurated and organized the movement, giving it form and function on his 

return from America. Swami Vivekananda recognized the importance of creating an 

organization in order to give practical expression to Sri Ramakrishnadev‟s teachings, for his 

Eastern and Western admirers. The idea of forming the Ramakrishna Mission did not come in a 

sudden flash of inspiration nor as the result of imitating Western philanthropic institutions, but 

slowly as the result of what he experienced on his travels. Much emphasis has been placed 

upon Swami Vivekananda‟s responsibility for turning Sri Ramakrishnadev‟s teaching into the 

basis for a mass movement. Swami Vivekanada‟s emphasis was upon on one element of Sri 

Ramakrishnadev‟s teaching, namely, serve jiva and Shiva (to serve humanity as divine), an 

example of an initiative designed to secure the end of laying the foundations for a mass 

movement. On this basis, the introduction of the Sadhana of service would appear to be 

attributable to Swami Vivekananda‟s selective presentation of Sri Ramakrishnadev‟s teaching. 

Swami Vivekananda‟s message was a practical guide to the task of national reconstruction. For 

centuries India was revered as Jagat Guru. The contemporary world is in search of a way of life 

based on Oneness of existence. India is chosen by destiny to guide the world in spirituality, in 

oneness. Today, when India is emerging as a great economic and civilizational power, she has 

to wake up to her potentialities and learn to use this power to deliver the message of spirituality 

to the world in Vedantic vision of Oneness.
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